Hi I'm NASA Kennedy's story long and I'm taking you inside KSC.

SpaceX launched its crew dragon atop the Falcon 9 rocket at 249 a.m. Eastern on Saturday March 2nd from launch complex 39a at Kennedy Space Center crew dragons.

Destination the International Space Station the mission called demo 1 is the first flight test of a space system designed for humans built and operated by a commercial company for NASA's Commercial Crew program tonight was a big night for the United States of America a great night for NASA what -
what today really represents is a new
era in space flight the crew dragon
carried Ripley an anthropomorphic test
device outfitted with sensors to provide
data about potential effects on future
astronauts who will travel in the
spacecraft the spacecraft also carried
more than 400 pounds of supplies and
equipment for delivery to the space
station crew dragon detached from the
space station and returned to earth for
a splashdown in the Atlantic Ocean off
the Space Coast today and remember
spaceport magazine digs deeper inside
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